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Analysis of the impact factor of science journals
1. Introduction
Science of science is the part of science that tries to analyze and model scientifc structures
and  processes,  such  as  scientifc  journals,  published  papers,  citation  distributions,  and  the
evaluation of scientifc research at all levels: researchers, institutions, countries, journals, topics,
etc. The emphasis is put in the quantitative features and characteristics of science and scientifc
research, thus statistics plays a fundamental role in Science of Science.
The main source of data is the well-known Web of Knowledge [14], maintained by Thomson
Reuters, which provides bibliographic content and tools to access, analyze, and manage research
information.  The  access  requires  a  payment  subscription,  and  includes  a  large  amount  of
databases,  the most  important  being  the following:  the  Science  Citaton Index  Expanded,  the
Social Sciences Citaton Index, and the  Arts & Humanites Citaton Index, which are three of the
databases forming the so called  Web of Science [15];  Journal Citaton Reports [16];  Inspec [17];
Essental Science Indicators [18]; etc.
The  web  access  to  the  Web  of  Knowledge is  the  easiest  way  to  look  for  the  recorded
information of any indexed research paper in all the databases at the same time. The amount of
available information is large, but the one that has converted the Web of Knowledge (WoK) in an
essential part of the researcher community life is the list of citations received from other records
in the database. These citations allow to fnd which other works have made use of a paper, and
their cardinality is considered an indicator of the importance of any article: the larger the number
of citations received, the most relevant the paper is.
Applying the same reasoning to a scientifc journal, the number of citations received by all the
articles published in it may be considered as an indicator of the quality of the journal. Since every
journal publishes a diferent number of volumes and articles in a year, it is necessary to normalize
the number of citations with a time window and with the number of published papers by the
journal, obtaining in this way a well-defned quality indicator of the journal. The Thomson Reuters
journal  Impact Factors (IFs) [16] are the most used citation-based indicators, and constitute the
object  of  study  in  this  work.  Other  journal  metrics  have been defned for  the  assessment  of
scientifc journals from a general bibliometric perspective, but the IFs have become the de facto
standards in this feld.
In a similar way, citation-based measures have been defned for the evaluation of individual
researchers,  e.g.  the  h-index  [7],  the  number  of  highly  cited  articles,  the  number  of  papers
published in top IF journals, the number of papers published in journals with IF in the frst decile or
quartile, and many more. This is the basis for the Science of Science Policies, which are currently
used by most funding agencies, governments, universities and research centers to give grants,
projects, academic positions, etc. 
There exist two main journals dedicated to Science of Science, namely Elsevier's  Journal of
Informetrics [19]  and  Springer's  Scientometrics [20],  but  it  is  common  to  fnd  important
contributions  in  other  high  impact  journals  such  as  Proceedings  of  the  Natonal  Academy  of
Sciences USA (PNAS) [21] or Physical Review Letters (PRL) [22].
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1.1. The Impact Factor
We are interested in the analysis of the Impact Factor (IF), defned, calculated and published
in the Journal of Citation Reports (JCR) database by the editorial group Thomson Reuters. Its use in
the evaluation processes of researchers, projects and institutions has modifed the way of doing
and publishing science. Most researchers try to publish their works in journals with the highest
possible IF within their knowledge feld, and not indexed publications are usually not taken into
account. This also has efects in the selection of research topics, trying to avoid those with low
impact.
The IF of a journal in a certain year is just the average number of citations received that year
by the articles published in it in the previous two years:
IF(Journal,Year) = #citations(Year -> (Journal,Year-1) and (Journal,Year-2)) / 
(#papers(Journal,Year-1) + #papers(Journal,Year-2))
The  fve  years  Impact  Factor,  introduced  in  2007  to  solve  the  maturity  time  window  as
explained in Dorta-González et al [5], is the same as the two years Impact Factor, but using articles
in the fve preceding years:
IF5(Journal,Year) = #citations(Year -> (Journal,Year-1) and … and (Journal,Year-5)) / 
(#papers(Journal,Year-1) + … + #papers(Journal,Year-5))
Unless specifed, we will use the two years IF, which is the most commonly used IF despite its
lower statistical signifcance.
The JCR indexes about 11000 science and social science journals, and it is possible to obtain
the IF ranking of all the indexed journals in the available scientifc disciplines (known as Subject
Categories), such as “Physics, Multidisciplinary” or “Computer Science, Artifcial Intelligence”.
In this work we want to analyze the distribution of citations of the papers in a certain subject
category, and in the individual journals that form that discipline. Parameters such as the number
of articles published in a year,  the historical evolution of the IF,  and the rejection rate will  be
studied, in order to know their influence in the value of the IF.
 One of  the main aspects  to understand the IF  is  the distribution of  citations,  which has
received a lot of atention in the last years. For example, Redner [11] and Lehmann [8] show that
this distribution resembles a power law; Eom & Fortunato [6] check the ftting with three diferent
distributions, power law, shifed power law and log-normal, and propose a model for the citation
dynamics; Radicchi et al [10] show the universality of the citation distributions across diferent
disciplines when they are properly normalized; and Peterson et al [9] calculate the probability of a
paper being cited by others.
The defnition, calculation and distribution of the IF has also been analyzed in works such as
Dong et al [4], where the deviations between the official IF and the calculated one from public
available data are discussed, Burrell [3] shows the importance of uncited articles, and Sarabia et al
[12] proposes a model for the probabilistic distribution of the IF.
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Despite the IF being a meaningful measure of the quality of a scientifc journal, there exists an
important debate on the goodness and undesired efects of its use in the evaluation, assessment
and funding distribution at all levels of science policy making. On one hand, IFs are used instead of
individual quality measures of the papers or the scientists, which is unfair for good papers with
high impact but published in journals with low IF, see e.g. Brembs [1], and on the other hand
Thomson Reuters  does  not  make  public  all  the  information used to  calculate  the  official  IFs,
discarding certain articles afer private negotiations with the journal publishers, e.g. Villatoro [13].
1.2. Summary
In Sec. 2 it is explained the process of downloading the data from the Web of Knowledge,
starting with a prototype web-robot script and ending with a Python application using WoK SOAP
API v3, and the data obtained is validated against the information available in the Journal Citation
Reports information, showing also the deviations between calculated and official IFs. In Sec 3 we
analyze  the  papers  citation  distribution,  showing  the  limitations  of  using  some  proposed
mathematical distributions such as power laws or log-normal distributions, and the universality
discovered in [10] is confrmed. In Sec. 4 we analyze the IF and its relationship with the number of
papers published in a journal. Finally, in Secs 5 and 6 we enumerate some conclusions and future
work.
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2. Citations and Impact Factor Data
For my analysis, I need more Journal information than the data available in Journal Citation
Reports  summary.  I  need  information  about  individual  articles  like  the  number  of  citations
received by a paper in a certain year and journal, in order to be able to analyze the papers citation
distribution, relationship between Journal categories, etc. 
In Subsec 2.1, I list the three steps I followed to download the data from Web of Knowledge
and  the  issues  that  I  found  in  the  process.  In  Subsec  2.2,  I  explain  what  data  we  select  to
download, using the category size and Impact factor average to select three categories that can
show all  options.  Ending this  section,  in Subsec 2.3  I  show a short verifcation comparing our
downloaded data with information from Journal Citation Reports. I also explain some problems of
official published information from Journal Citation Reports in Impact Factor calculation.
2.1. Data download
The frst tried to download data with a prototype based on an old python script that uses
Python Mechanize Library. Mechanize is a browser library to do robots that parse HTML and make
easy  browsing  from an application.  The mentioned prototype  connects  to Web of  knowledge
(WoK) website, makes a search and downloads all papers information from the search response.
This script is explained on Subsec. 2.1.1.
When I succeeded making this prototype work, a become aware of the existence of a Perl
library that connected with WoK SOAP API. This Perl library only makes a search on WoK database
and downloads all papers information for this query. Using it, I made a python library that used
more SOAP functions. Using my python library, I made a complete program to download all the
papers information that I needed and their citations; it is explained in 2.1.2. 
One week before completing the download of my frst  category subject,  this  Web Service
version was closed because WoK released a new SOAP WebService. This new WebService required
validation of the user and the access from a registered public IP. Therefore, with new documented
WebService API, I  did a new python library client for new WoK WebService and I  adapted my
program to work with this new library and its specifc characteristics; I show that in Subsec. 2.1.3
2.1.1. Version based on Mechanize Python Library
As my frst time I had to download and manage a large database, I made a prototype based on
an old python script that browsed an old version of the Web of Knowledge page. This prototype
used sqlite and Mechanize python library to connect, browse and download papers information. 
The process to access the WoK website and download information was a bit complicated, the
following is an example of the way to make a query and download all papers:
1. Open a browser instance from Mechanize library
2. Access in FECYT validation link [23] that validates you are in a Spanish university
3. Submit a form of this webpage that works with Javascript
4. Open in that instance the Web Of Science link [24]
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5. Follow the link to advance search
6. Select advanced search form, put the query in the form feld, and select the period of years
from the two select lists if it is required
7. Submit form
8. Spot the link to results of the query; the link text contains the number of articles in that
query
9. Access to this link, and make the download with the next steps, since only 500 papers can be
downloaded at a time (you have to repeat it many times):
1. Confgure the download of the form to obtain CSV, and submit that.
2. Obtain link back to the list.
3. Submit a hidden form, that send you to download data.
4. Download data an put it in a variable.
5. Return browser to back link.
10. Join all data vars to obtain a complete list of data downloaded.
Most important problems of this procedure are explained in the following points:
• It's a web page robot, it requires to go page by page, parsing that and following the correct
links. Any small change in the website requires debug and modifcation of a part of the code.
• It's a slow download method. The Web of Knowledge web page response is not fast, the
parsing and following of links increases the amount of time to download everything.
• Paper information does not include any primary key. The only downloaded feld that can be
used for this purpose is DOI [29], but it is not available in all papers. 
• As a web page is really unstable, and without primary key, sometimes when an error happens
it is difficult to restore state and continue the download without losing data. 
• Mechanize library does not work fne with a proxy to work outside the University. It requires
to have a machine inside the University to program and debug every process, and make the
process in the University. 
2.1.2. Old SOAP Version
Afer I  knew the existence of a Perl  library  that connected to a WoK SOAP WebService,  I
decided  to  work  with  that,  and I  try  to  download  the  information  I  needed with  this  SOAP
WebService. As I did not know Perl, and this library only used the function to make a search, I
decided to make a python library with more functionality.
With the only help of  this  limited Perl  library  [2],  and the access to WSDL,  I  obtained all
function name of this WebService. I  had to learn how to use all  SOAP API functions and what
information was retrieved by them. 
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The list of SOAP functions were:
browseDictionary(xs:string databaseID, xs:string term, xs:string index, xs:int 
linesBefore, xs:int linesAfter, xs:int pageNumber, xs:string depth, xs:string 
editions, )
citedReferences(xs:string databaseID, xs:string primaryKey, )
citingArticles(xs:string databaseID, xs:string primaryKey, xs:string depth, xs:string 
editions, xs:string sort, xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, xs:string fields, )
citingArticlesByRecids(xs:string databaseID, xs:string recids, xs:string depth, 
xs:string editions, xs:string sort, xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, xs:string 
fields, )
describeDatabase(xs:string databaseID, xs:string format, )
mapTerms(xs:string databaseID, xs:string index, xs:string terms, )
publisherLinks(xs:string query, xs:string jsetList, )
relatedRecords(xs:string databaseID, xs:string primaryKey, xs:string depth, xs:string 
editions, xs:string sort, xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, xs:string fields, )
retrieve(xs:string databaseID, xs:string primaryKeys, xs:string sort, xs:string 
fields, )
retrieveLinks(xs:string query, xs:string jsetList, xs:string include, xs:string exclude,
xs:string options, )
retrieveRecid(xs:string databaseID, xs:string recid, xs:string sort, xs:string fields, )
search(xs:string databaseID, xs:string query, xs:string depth, xs:string editions, 
xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, )
searchRetrieve(xs:string databaseID, xs:string query, xs:string depth, xs:string 
editions, xs:string sort, xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, xs:string fields, )
sharedReferences(xs:string databaseID, xs:string primaryKeys, )
summary(xs:string databaseID, xs:string query, xs:string depth, xs:string editions, 
xs:string sort, xs:int firstRec, xs:int numRecs, )
Documentation
General features in all functions are:
• All lists are limited to a maximum of a hundred articles. 
• Field  databaseId is to identify if you wish to request to Web of Science (WoS) or Medline
database .
• All list values accepted in an argument are a string of space separated values.
• The API functions I used return the same format. It contains the following felds:
1. occurancesFound: Same as recordsFound, but I do not know the diference.
2. recordsFound: Number of records found.
3. recordsSearched: Number of total records in where the query was checked.
4. parent: The query made in arguments.
5. records: A large and complex XML with all  information of the papers, you can see the
contents of this feld in Appendix B.1.
The following API functions were used in this download application version:
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• searchRetrieve: Make an advance search on WoS database using Web of Knowledge advance
search syntax. The arguments are:
1. databaseId: Database name to access, in my case “WOS”
2. query: Query string to make in the database.
3. depth: None.
4. editions: None.
5. sort: The feld to sort articles list, “Date” is the only known value working.
6. frstRec: The frst record to retrieve.
7. numRecs: The numbers of records to retrieve.
8. felds: Extra felds to include in data retrieved, the only known feld was 'times_cited'.
• retrieveRecid: Retrieve a list of article information identifed by RecId list. The arguments are:
1. databaseId: Database name to access, same as searchRetrieve
2. recid: A list of recId to retrieve information
3. sort: Like searchRetrieve the order to obtain information about this articles
4. felds: Like searchRetrieve Is an extra felds to include in data retrieve
• citingArticlesByRecids: Retrieve all Articles that are citing the Articles identifed by recId. The
arguments are the same as for  searchRetrieve but changing  query argument for  recIds,
which are the recIds that were cited by the papers retrieved. 
Issues of this API Version
• Every record has two keys, recId and UT, where most API functions have versions with two
keys, for example, we have retrieve and retrieveRecId that are the same with only one
diference: the frst uses UT as a primary key, and the second uses recId. 
• In API functions it seems that the principal key is UT, because the RecId has functions whose
names contain this key name. But they use RecId keys to identify papers cited by a paper. It
was complicated to use UT as primary key, because they use RecId as default key.
• Using  retrieveByRecId,  which is the function to use when you wish to download paper
information with specifc RecId, it outputs information (that is correct) with other RecId. I
found this case when I downloaded paper information that is cited by other paper. But it
was easy to verify that paper information downloaded was correct and required a change in
the program to change RecId in our database to point to correct paper Information.
• Sometimes a RecId does not contain anything, it is an empty record. 
2.1.3. New official SOAP Version
Afer  old  SOAP  access  was  closed  on  September  5th  2012,  we  contacted  with  WoK
administrators and they gave us the  Request Access to Web of Science Web Services  link [25]
where we could register to ask for permission to make use of the official WebService; it required a
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public IP to access WebService and typical user information. We had to ask authorization to the
Departament d'Enginyeria Informàtica i  Matemàtiques (DEIM) of the Universitat Rovira i  Virgili
(URV) to use their web server machine as the access point to that WebService, since no other
computer of the Department had a fxed public IP.  Finally, registration in that page provided us
access to WoK WebService and documentation.
This  version  of  the  WebService  was  similar  to  the  old  one,  but  now  we  had  some
documentation for the search queries, and information of the requirements and restrictions of
that Service. They are the following:
1. It  is  accessible only from the registered public  IP,  it  is  impossible to do that from other
computers than the registered one. 
2. Queries require to be previously authenticated calling an specifc API that gives you a Session
identifer. This Session Id should be used in cookies and other API functions.
3. One query for second. Sometimes queries are very fast and require the code to check that
and sleep for a while; this is beter than call and call again until the second is over. 
4. The two services calls I need to download data do not return data, they return a query Id that
should be used in retrieve call functions with the number of rows to download.
As this Version has more restrictions and it is not so direct as the old version, the standard
procedure to do a single query to this API is the following:
1. Make a request to a login service, that returns a Session ID.
2. Create a cookie with this Session Id.
3. Make the request with this Session Id, it returns a Query Id.
4. Download data of this Query Id.
5. Close session when is fnished.
When more than a single query is needed, it is the same but adding the others calls and the
downloads before close session.
The official  documentation were  WebService Lite  Guide [26],  WebService Upgrade manual
[27] and Links Artcle Match Retrieval Service Guide [28]. 
2.2. Data selection
I  have needed a good variety of data. With JCR Summary tables I  have made a summary
category  table  to  show the  most  important  things  of  a  category  for  my  project.  It  contains:
Number of  journals,  Articles,  Maximum Journal  Impact Factor,  Average Journal  Impact Factor,
Minimum Journal Impact Factor. The Table can be found on Appendix C.1
We decided to download the following categories:
1. Artifcial Intelligence because it is the topic of this Master Thesis, it is a good medium size
category, it is not new but not too old, and it has an Impact Factor average of 1.42 with a
low maximum Impact Factor in 2011. 
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2. Physics, multidisciplinary because it is a very big subject category, with big history and that
has a large maximum Impact Factor in 2011 but a normal average IF.
3. Cell & tissue engineering because it is a small category with only twelve journals, with no
more than 6 years of activity, it is a growing category, and the average Impact factor was 5.6,
more than two times the average Impact Factor of Physics, multidisciplinary. 
Summary of these categories:
Category Journals Articles Max IF Avg IF Min IF 
COMPUTER SCIENCE, ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE 111 35552 4.91 1.42 0.06 
PHYSICS, MULTIDISCIPLINARY 82 109824 43.93 2.46 0.11 
CELL & TISSUE ENGINEERING 12 5819 25.42 5.67 1.95 
Once I had the categories to download, my tools had options to select a range of years; I only
needed last 10-12 years to work, but as the space was not a problem, I decided to download all
data, except for Physics,  multidisciplinary, which was too big. With that,  I  download the basic
information of all that papers, including Title, Publication date, Journal, Authors and DOI.
2.3. Data validation
When we downloaded information from Web of Knowledge and compared the IF generated
with our data with the Official IF published by Thomson Reuters in Journal of Citation reports, we
could see something strange, there was no single journal which had the same IF for downloaded
data and Official value. If you search on the Internet you can fnd some people and papers talking
about that. The summary is the following:
1. All journals wish to have a big IF, and there are some tricks that a journal can do to have a
litle bigger Impact Factor. For example, it can include a summary article and publish it as a
journal paper, ensuring that all papers have at least one citation, thus yielding an IF of at
least 1.
2. Journals have the option to ask Thomson Reuters to ignore some papers, if they justify they
are not really research articles. This can be used to increase IF. 
3. There are some citation records in Web of Science which exist but there is no information
about the papers/conference to which they refer; it can be found in the Old WebService.
Data IF vs Official IF
I  have made two types of plots to look what is happening with the relationship between
Official and Real Impact Factor, all of them with data corresponding to the 2011 IF. First we put
Official IF in x axis and Real IF in y axis:
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• Relation between Official Impact factor and Data Impact factor
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As we see the Impact Factor deviates a lot. In the following plots we can see the relation
between Impact Factor and number of articles published. The arrows start in the Data IF and point
to the Official IF, showing the diference between them:
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• Arrows deviation Official data and Downloaded data
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Long arrows
On arrows graph type, we can see some long arrows that are showing a large discrepancy
between  obtained  data  and  official  numbers  of  IF.  The  most  important  discrepancies  are  in
Physics, multidisciplinary. In the following tables I show the arrows with larger IF discrepancies;
they are extracted from the Appendix C complete tables.
Computer science, AI 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Citations JCR Articles IF Citations 
IEEE INTELLIGENT SYSTEMS 78 2.15 168 190 0.89 170 
COMPUTATIONAL LINGUISTICS 43 0.72 31 75 0.44 33
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Citations JCR Articles IF Citations 
ANNALES DE PHYSIQUE 4 0.25 1 4 0.0 0 
CONTEMPORARY PHYSICS 37 2.08 77 74 0.94 70 
Moscow University Physics Bulletin 246 0.20 49 246 0.12 31 
Nature Physics 304 18.97 5766 546 10.12 5527 
PHYSICS WORLD 103 0.42 43 816 0.03 25 
PHYSICS TODAY 88 5.65 497 566 0.74 422 
Cell & tissue engineering 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Citations JCR Articles IF Citations 
Cell Stem Cell 202 25.42 5135 379 13.38 5072 
Regenerative Medicine 110 3.72 409 208 1.82 379 
The Journal with a larger diference between Journal Citation Reports and our database is
Physics World, that has 103 articles in JCR while in our database we have 816 articles; these are
the articles used to calculate the 2011 Impact Factor, i.e. those published in 2010 and 1009. To
show this diference, you can see below a screen snapshot of the JCR:
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According to JCR there are only 103 papers in years 2009 and 2010. However, if we make a
search on Web of Knowledge using advanced search to take only papers of this range, we obtain
the mentioned 816 papers, that is exactly the same number as in my database:
This diferences can be explained with ISI defnition of “citable articles” explained in Dong et al
[4]. This defnition implies that not all articles can be used on IF denominator. This means items
like editorials, leters, news items, and meeting abstracts can be used in numerator but not in
denominator. Unfortunately, the WoK does not include the information to know if an article is a
“citable article” or not. 
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3. Citations distribution
Impact Factor is based on the citations received by a paper. If we wish to analyze that, frst we
need to know their structure. This means to draw data graphs of papers citations and search about
paper distributions. 
In  this Section,  I  show the citations distributions on Subsec.  3.1,  compare with published
mathematical developments in Subsec. 3.2, and check the Universality that have papers citations
distribution between subjects categories in Subsec. 3.3.
3.1 Distribution
If we look at numbers we can see most parts of the plots should be drawn in a logarithmic
scale, because we can found a lot of papers with a low number of citations and a few papers with
a lot of them. Using a logarithmic scale, the most cited papers become more visible. However, it is
common to fnd many papers which have received no citation at all, thus a pure logarithmic scale
may run into problems with the values log(0), which are minus infnity. To solve this problem, we
just add 1 to the number of citations. 
Now, if we build a graph that represents papers number that have every citation number, as
always happens when working with real data, this graphs show us a big quantity of noise on the
tails. Next graphs are two examples, one is papers and citations used on 2011 IF, other is for all
papers and citations downloaded on my database
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To avoid this  noise,  which is common in the plots of experimental  probability distribution
functions, it is beter to use accumulated graphs, more precisely the complementary cumulatve
distributon functon (CCDF), which in our case shows the probability of a paper having n or more
citations. We obtain the following plots:
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Comparing these plots, we can see that for both Computer Science and Physics the 2011 data
is similar to the complete data, while only Cell & tissue presents a signifcant change due to its
short live, which has not arrived to a stationary state. 
3.2. Fitting
If you look at the literature, there are lots of papers trying to obtain the best match to the
papers citations distribution, as explained in Eom et al [6]; depending of the data group or range
taken, it is best one distribution or another. They compare three hypothetical distributions, that
are the following:
• LogNormal:
• PowerLaw:
• ShifPowerLaw:
where:
• kin: number of citations received by a paper
• µ: mean value of the lognormal distribution
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• : standard deviation of the lognormal distribution
• g: exponent the power law distribution
• k0: shif of the shifed power law distribution
With  these  three  distributions  they  check  the  goodness  of  fts  with  Kolmogorov-Smirnov
statistics. As I tell in previous Section, they use cumulative distribution function with empirical data
and comparing with 1000 synthetic distributions.  A detailed summary of that analysis was the
following table extracted from [6].
1950 1955 1960 1965 1970 1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005 2008 
Log-Normal 
p-value 0.717 0.734 0.892 0.998 0.201 0.105 0.19 0.119 0.194 0.194 0.096 0.05 0.064 
kmin 2 3 7 14 2 2 2 3 2 2 2 2 2 
Power Law 
p-value 0.001 0.955 0.056 0.321 0.022 0.127 0.204 0.78 0.686 0.412 0.362 0.619 0.44 
kmin 6 16 9 19 12 17 20 39 46 39 43 47 47 
Shift Power Law 
p-value 0.832 0.777 0.49 1.00 0.943 0.958 0.49 0.728 0.909 1.00 0.797 0.989 0.99 
kmin 2 2 2 14 9 12 2 2 2 2 3 6 5 
The p-value measures the match of the distribution to empirical data. It is easy to see that
Log-Normal matches well before 1975, but not aferwards. The other value is kmin, which is the
minimum number of citations of a paper to be included in their analysis.
If you see this data and kmin you realize that an important part of the papers published have
to be ignored in order to get the best ft. We can check in our database how many papers are
ignored  for diferent values of the kmin parameter:
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P(#Citationsn >n | All years) 
#Cites Cell and tissue Computer, AI Physics, multidisciplinary 
0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 0.633 0.753 0.768 
2 0.567 0.644 0.664 
3 0.522 0.565 0.587 
4 0.485 0.505 0.528 
5 0.453 0.455 0.480 
6 0.422 0.415 0.441 
7 0.396 0.380 0.408 
8 0.374 0.350 0.381 
9 0.351 0.324 0.356 
10 0.331 0.3001 0.335 
Looking at this table from our database, we can see that discarding papers with less than 2
citations reduces the number papers to only about 65% of the total for Computer, AI and Physics,
multidisciplinary, and it is even worst for Cell and tissue, with about a 57%. It's not an option. 
Grouping all data in a logarithmic histogram, and putting all papers with no citations in the
frst bin, we obtain the following graphic:
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Looking at this graph, it is easy to see that there is a lognormal base, and it is beter than in
the case of Eom et al [6], but this does not mean that is a perfect lognormal, it has problems with
papers with 0 citations, which represent about a 25% of the papers. If we make a similar table and
plot for the papers involved in the 2011 Impact Factor we get:
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P(#Citationsn >n | IF 2011) 
#Cites Cell and tissue Computer, AI Physics multidisciplinary 
0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
1 0.759 0.574 0.528 
2 0.617 0.356 0.345 
3 0.485 0.226 0.245 
4 0.379 0.150 0.183 
5 0.300 0.103 0.142 
6 0.249 0.073 0.114 
7 0.205 0.055 0.093 
8 0.170 0.041 0.077 
9 0.143 0.031 0.064 
10 0.120 0.024 0.055 
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Now, the elimination of papers without citations represents about a 43% of the papers for
Computers, AI, 47% for Physics, multidisciplinary, and only 24% for Cell and tissue. 
As  a  conclusion,  we  cannot  use  a  theoretical  distribution  to  substitute  the  empirical
distribution of citations of the papers, because there is no distribution that matches the whole
data, and good fttings require the discarding of a high percentage of the papers.
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3.3. Universality
In the last plots of subsection 3.1, which show the complementary cumulative distribution
functions of the citations, it is easy to realize that the three categories are very similar. In Radicci
et al [10], they analyze the graph for diferent categories and obtain there is a constant in every
category that can make all graphs match. This constant is the average number of citations of the
category, c0. They normalize the number of citations c with c0, to obtain cf=c/c0. The resulting
normalized  complementary  cumulative  distribution  functions  corresponding  to  our  three
categories, using the data used on 2011 Impact Factor, are:
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In the graph we can see the three categories have almost the same shape, but the graph is not
complete because it is shown in logarithmic scale. It  means papers with 0 citations have been
removed, as explained in subsec 3.2. To resolve this issue, we add 1 to the number of citations,
and we obtain this:
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Looking  this  last  graph  with  number  of  papers  normalized  and  citations  normalized  and
shifed,  we see that the universality  is  preserved,  without the need to exclude the important
amount of papers which have received no citations.
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4. IF Analysis and Simulations
In this Section, we want to extract information about Impact factor. In Subsection 4.1, we
analyze the Impact Factor distribution. In Subsection 4.2, we try to fnd in our data the relation
between impact factor and number of published articles across the years. In Subsection 4.3, we
make  simulations  of  journals  to  check  the  relation  between  Impact  factor  and  number  of
published articles. 
4.1. IF Distribution
In this subsection we want to know the distribution of the Impact Factor, thus we plot the
probability that a journal in a category has more than a specifed Impact Factor:
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In this plot we can see that most of the journals have a low impact factor, and only a few
journals have a high impact factor. It is interesting to see that Cell and tissue, that only has 12
journals, all of them have an impact factor greater than 1. 
If we use logarithmic scale for the impact factor axis we obtain the following plot:
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Here it  is  easier  to  see in  which Impact  factor  the probability  decreases  in an  important
amount for each category. 
4.2. IF Evolution
We would like to see if the Impact Factor is afected by the increase in number of papers
published by a journal. Our frst step to see a correlation them is to take our large database and
show journal progression over years for Impact Factor and papers published. But as we have a lot
of  journals  in  “Computer  science,  AI”  and “Physics,  multidisciplinary”,  we  need  to  select  the
journals that have more changes in papers published. 
I have made a table to select journals with more diferences in published papers. It can be
found on Appendix C.3. This table was made taking the number of papers published every year
and checking if that year is a minimum or maximum of the  number of published papers. For new
journals, I ignore the frst three years of the journal, when it is detected. 
This journal selection is only made on “Computer science, AI” and “Physics, multidisciplinary”
category. In “Cell & tissue engineering” there is no need of selection because it has only twelve
journals and the most part of them are new Journals.
 In the tables, the data shown is: the minimum number of papers published in a year, the year
of this minimum, the maximum number of papers published in a year, the year of this maximum,
and the proportion maxPapers/minPapers, all of this for years between 2000 and 2012.
Afer the table, every category has four plots that show: number of papers published in this
category;  Impact  factor  for  every  year;  number  of  papers  published  used  in  Impact  Factor;
percentage of papers published  with respect to the category of that journal.
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Computer, AI 
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Expert Systems With Applications 47 2001 1729 2011 36.787
Applied Sof Computing 110 2007 548 2011 4.982
Patern Recognition 167 2000 450 2012 2.695
Neurocomputing 219 2000 427 2012 1.950
Ieee Transactions On Image Processing 131 2002 413 2012 3.153
Patern Recognition Leters 116 2000 297 2003 2.560
Knowledge-Based Systems 31 2004 254 2012 8.19
It is interesting to note the sudden increase in the number of papers published by the journal
“Expert Systems with Applications” from 2007, probably due to important editorial changes. 
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Physical Review Leters 3124 2000 4171 2008 1.335
Acta Physica Sinica 468 2001 1490 2011 3.184
Sof Mater 298 2008 1378 2011 4.624
Physics Leters A 558 2012 1305 2008 2.339
Chaos Solitons & Fractals 12 2010 1283 2009 106.917
Chinese Physics Leters 336 2000 1219 2008 3.628
Journal Of The Korean Physical Society 301 2000 1125 2008 3.738
Chinese Physics B 924 2012 1037 2011 1.122
Physica A-Statistical Mechanics And Its
Applications 
29 2000 1030 2007 35.517
New Journal Of Physics 24 2001 821 2010 34.208
Chaos Solitons & Fractals was involved in an editor-in-chief self-publishing controversy, and
the  journal  stopped  articles  submissions  in  2009,  but  published  all  articles  in  the  backlog  of
accepted manuscripts. Afer two years and the retirement of Editor-in-Chief, the journal reopened.
Physica A-Statistical Mechanics And Its Applications has published papers from 1975 in our
database, but it has a low number of published papers since 2002, when we can see a big jump
from 73 papers published in 2001 to 709 in 2002. 
New Journal Of Physics has published papers from 1998 and the frst big jump in published
papers in 2002, when it published 101 papers. 
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In this case, the scientifc category is more stable, it increases the published papers, but it
does not have a big increase. 
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Cell & tissue engineering 
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Regenerative Medicine 89 2011 142 2012 1.596
Cytotherapy 63 2005 598 2006 9.492
Journal Of Tissue Engineering And Regenerative
Medicine 
71 2010 1727 2012 24.324
Stem Cells 175 2005 420 2007 2.400
Cell Stem Cell 182 2011 202 2012 1.110
Stem Cell Research 47 2010 66 2012 1.404
Stem Cell Reviews And Reports 119 2012 119 2012 1.000
Cellular Reprogramming 1 0 0 0 0.000
Cloning And Stem Cells 35 2005 64 2007 1.829
Stem Cells And Development 83 2005 311 2012 3.747
Tissue Engineering 186 2005 975 2008 5.242
Cellular And Molecular Bioengineering 44 2012 64 2011 1.455
Cellular Reprogramming is a journal that is born in 2011, and with the decision to discard the
frst 3 years of the publication, it appears in the table as 0. 
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This category is emerging now, and the big increase of papers published in the category from
2006 is the proof.
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In  the shown plots  it  is  easy  to  see that  there  is  no  correlation between the number  of
published papers and the impact factor; there is no common patern which could justify the belief
that, when a journal increases importantly its size, the Impact Factor must go down.
4.3. IF Dependence on size and simulation
Afer seeing the graph of published journals and Impact factor along the time, we decided to
make a simple journal simulator. The idea is simple: generate papers according to the citations
distributions in Subsection 3.1, group them in pseudo-journals of diferent sizes,  and calculate
their impact factor. Repeating this procedure many times we obtain the distribution of Impact
Factors, and then we can see the dependence on the size. I use the following pseudocode:
do
  for i in 1..numSamples do
    count:=0
    citesFakeJournal:=0
    while count lower than numPapersJournals do
      fakeCites:=random(0,maxCites)
      isAccept:=random(0,1)
      if isAccept lower than proportionPapersInCites(fakeCites) then
        count:=count+1
        citesFakeJournal:=citesFakeJournal+fakeCites
      end
    end
    IFFakeJournal:=citesFakeJournal/numPapersJournals
  end
  numPapersJournals:=numPapersJournals+jump
while numPapersJournals lower than maxPapersJournals
We made three simulations with 2011 the Impact Factor citations distribution, one for each of
the three categories. Every simulation is made with the same confguration. We generate pseudo-
journals of sizes from 50 to 4000 papers, with a total of 80 diferent sizes, and repeating each it
100 times..
With that data, I have extracted the values needed to create Box and Whiskers plots (median,
quartiles, maximum and minimum), but as we would need 80 box and whiskers, the visualization is
not fne. I made a more simple graph with lines that show the progression of this values against
size. I also added the values (size, IF) corresponding to the real journals to see where were they
located in comparison with simulated values.
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In “Computer science, AI” and “Physics, multidisciplinary” there are a lot of journals, thus it is
necessary to apply a zoom to the most populated areas:
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If we look at these graphs we can see that the median of the simulations does not depend on
size, as expected, and the way in which the width of the distribution goes down when the size
increases. For sizes over 200 papers, the median and quartiles are quite stable, at least until the
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maximum size of 4000, showing a slow narrowing of the distribution.
Other point that is shown in the plots is that most real journals are outside the expected
areas, pointing to the fact that papers in journals do not follow the global distribution of their
category. This is a consequence of the diferent quality and rejection levels of the journals, which
tend to select certain regions of the citations distribution. Thus, high impact journals reject many
papers which should get a small number of citations, raising their Impact Factor and shifing the
citations  distribution  to  the  high  impact  side.  To  take  this  fact  into  account,  we  decided  to
separate journals in 4 classes according to their Impact Factors, calculate the citations distribution
of each class separately, and make new simulations for each class. 
Four diferent kinds of journal divisions have been considered, all of them based on a previous
sorting of the journals by Impact Factor.
1. Impact  factor:  Journals  are  grouped using uniform Impact  factor  ranges,  with Maximum
impact factor Divided by number of groups.
2. Papers: Journals are grouped using number of papers published, trying to make classes with
more or less the same number articles each.
3. Quartiles:  Separate  journals  in  groups  using  deciles  and median,  i.e.  take  frst  decile  of
journals, from frst decile to median, from median to last decile, and last decile.
4. Quartile simulated: The same as above but using the deciles and median from the global
simulated data.
I selected the two methods that best match journals with simulations. They were divisions
using Impact Factor and Quartiles. Every graph has their version with zoom. 
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The following plots are made using the divisions by Impact Factor. 
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We  can  see  Impact  factor  division  matches  well  for  “Computer,  AI”  and  “Cell  &  tissue
engineering”, but not for “Physics, multidisciplinary”, where there is some problem in the third
group. It contains a journal with IF equals to 10, “Nature physics” which generates an ofset to this
group.
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Quartiles division 
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On quartiles division, we can see that most of the journals are inside or close to the simulation
limits. Only Physics has one journal that is far from the simulated journals, “Reviews of Modern
Physics”, which has an IF of 40, while its closer journal, “Physics Reports-Review section of Physics
Leters” has an IF of 20.
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5. Conclusions
In  this work I  have analyzed  the distribution of  citations received by articles published in
scientifc  journals,  and  their  influence  in  the  calculation  of  the  Impact  Factor  published  by
Thomson Reuters in its database Journal  Citation Reports.  The main conclusions which can be
extracted are the following:
1. The download of the data became a difficult task, more than expected, consuming a large
amount of time. First I tried with a Web robot that simulated the human navigation through
the Web of Knowledge, that resulted in a very slow downloading velocity and with problems
with the web page updates. Then I tried with an old SOAP access through a Perl library, but
this possibility was closed by the administrators of the database due to an update of the
SOAP interface and new restrictions in the access to data. Finally, afer asking for official
permission to  use  it,  I  succeeded to  built  a  framework  which allowed fast  downloading
velocities, which was flexible enough to decide which data to download, and thus resulted in
a local database populated with all the registers and tables needed for the rest of this work.
The data contained information at the level of article.
2. For the validation of the downloaded data I calculated the Impact Factor of journals for some
years  and  belonging  to  several  Journal  Citation  Reports  categories.  The  results  showed
deviations with respect to the official values, which were not due to errors in the download
process but with the hidden and private selection of articles by the publisher. Basically, not
all articles published in a journal are considered in the calculation of the Impact Factor, but
this information is not publicly available. Therefore, we decided to use the calculated Impact
Factors for the rest of the work, instead of the official ones.
3. The comparison of the distributions of citations with respect to some published proposals
shows a certain degree of disagreement of about 25%. Moreover, it is common to discard all
the papers which have received no citations, which means discarding a large proportion of
papers for some journals. We decided that it was beter to rely on the experimental data
rather than try to proceed with fted analytical distributions.
4. I have checked an important result by Radicchi et al [Radicchi 2008], the universality in the
distribution of citations, for the three selected categories.
5. For  the  study  of  the  dependence  of  the  Impact  Factor  with  respect  to  the  number  of
published papers it is possible to use some journals which have experimented an important
change in size, but this is not a quite common feature, and the variation of the Impact Factor
does not show a correlation with the size. Thus, we decided to make some simulations using
the  experimental  citations  distributions,  showing  how  their  uncertainty  (width  of  the
distribution of the Impact Factor) decreases with the size.
6. If you consider the distribution of all the citations in a category, and you run the previous
simulation, you obtain that most journals have Impact Factors outside the expected areas.
This  is  a  consequence of  the rejection standards  of  each journal,  which only  allows the
publication of articles of a certain quality. Dividing the journals in diferent classes according
to  their  Impact  Factors,  and using  the  distributions  of  the  citations  for  each  class,  it  is
possible  to  have  the  journals  within  the  expected  regions,  showing  the  importance  of
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including the rejection process in any model for the description of the distribution of the
Impact Factor.
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6. Future works
Some  ideas  of  research  which  could  be  done  to  continue  with  this  work  could  be  the
following:
1. Improve the classifcation of journals according to the citations profle. Here we have only
tried  with  simple  groups  according  to  statistical  properties,  but  advanced  clustering
algorithms should be able to discover how many classes of profles exist, and to assign each
journal to the correct class.
2. Find models for the diferent citations distributions found in the previous step.
3. Find  a  global  model  of  the  scientifc  publication  system,  which  should  include  the
competition of journals for high quality articles, and at the same time the search of authors
for the best journal to publish their work.
4. Study  the  efect  of  online  and  open  access  journals  in  the  global  scientifc  publication
systems.  Unlike  traditional  paper-based  journals,  the  advent  of  online-only  journals
eliminates the restrictions in size and number of  the published articles.  Moreover,  open
access journals arrive to the whole research community. Traditional journals have had to
change their policies, but it is not clear which ones are performing beter.
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Appendix A. Download application
While I made three diferent python applications to download Data, I only explain the third
which works with the newest WoK Web Services.
The most important thing in that type of application is that the program cannot crash. It is a
program that should work 24 hours a day, the most part of the time running unatended. This
means that it  requires a good design and a good error handling that can restore the program
status without user interaction.
How it works
The  best  method  to  explain  how  it  works  is  explaining  frst  the  two  fles  created  as  an
API/database  abstraction  to  make  more  easy  access  to  mysql  and  WoK  WebService,  and
aferwards explaining how does it work the main fle. 
MySQL
It  is  an  object  to  access  mysql  database and abstract  code  from how  was  designed  the
database, it is made with the goal to delete all  SQL queries and repeated code in main fle. It
implements all functions to insert and retrieve papers, journals, authors and paper citations, it has
functions to save and retrieve download status, and, also, it has functions to make commit and
rollback to database. 
Here  I  show  a  list  of  the  functions used in  the  third  download  app version  and a  short
summary of each function.
• Modify and retrieve download status:
1. getQuery: it retrieves a query that is not download completely
2. getPaperToDownload:  it  gets  paper  Id to  download that has not  downloaded and no
error. 
3. insertPaperToDownload:  it  inserts,  in  table  papersCitesDownload,  a  new paper  with
type of download specifed in the arguments. 
4. updatePaperToDownload:  It's  used  to  mark  a  row  of  papersCitesDownload as
downloaded or to save error on it. 
5. updateQuery: It's used to update download progress of a query in queryList table. 
• Get information:
1. getAuthorId: it retrieves author database identifer from its name.
2. getPaper: it retrieves the paper information that is specifed in the argument using the
paper Id. 
3. getSourceId: it retrieves a source database identifer from its name.
• Insert information:
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1. insertPaper: it inserts a paper to database.
2. linkAuthors: it assigns an author to a paper. 
3. linkPapers: it assigns a citation to a paper, it has two arguments that are the two papers. 
WoK WebService
It  was  more complex than a simple web service to request  information.  It  uses a session
mechanism to validate the users and functions do not return data, they return a result Id. The
procedure to download this data is to call the function of your data and get this result Id. Afer
that you must call another function to obtain the data with this result Id and, also, the number of
rows you wish download and start row to download. 
This package contains three classes:
• Session: It is a hidden class used in WoKSoap to save in a fle the session Id, restore session Id
and generate Session Cookie.
• WoKResponse: It is the class used in WoKSoap to obtain the data using result Id. WoKSoap
made a new instance of this class with ResultId returned in the WoKSoap query and already
pass the function to map results. 
1. It uses ResultId to retrieve the data. 
2. It has a counter that is used to manage there is not duplicated information downloaded. 
3. It uses map function to map all XML data downloaded information to a list of dictionaries
or data that map functions return. 
• WoKSoap: It is the public class, it uses the other two class of the package, to manage and
made the queries to WoK Web Service. These are the methods that this class has:
• __init__: It is the constructor, it loads SOAP WSDL fles into SOAP library, and restore or
create a new session charging the session Cookie into SOAP library
• resetSession: It is the function used when session expires, it requests a new session Id and
charge where is needed. 
• close: It is the function that closes session Id and deletes saved session Id.
• search: it makes a search in WebService and returns a new instance of WoKResponse with
request id. 
• citingArtigles: it request to WebService the articles that are citing the specifed, as search
it returns a WoKResponse instance. 
Main program
The base of this program is to be robust and do not crash every fve minutes, it is a program
that should work a long time downloading data and with communication to a server, it means that
problems are going to happen. 
The process to download data was divided in three steps, frst was download queries, second
was download input cites of articles download in frst step, and third was download the cites that
mades articles of the frst step (this part wasn't needed in my thesis and is not implemented).
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I have got a function that is the frewall to recover program when some known exception is
thrown, solve problems if that should be done (for example when session id expires) and return to
the frst download step to continue downloading. 
This is a diagram of frst step download procedure
This is a diagram of second step, download procedure.  The third step should be equal to
second step. 
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Usage
If you have database installed is easy, you only need to run the start.py fle and it will start
download with the order explained before. If the program crashes for some reason, it recovers
and restores at the same point just before the crash.
If there is no database installed, the procedure is the following:
1. Confgure  script  to  connect  to  database  and  change  the  boolean  argument  on  the  call
runDownload to create database.
2. Run script the frst time to create database. 
3. Change the boolean to false
4. Insert into table queryList the list of queries did you wish to download with query in feld
query and totals feld with 1 value. 
5. Now the database is created and the program can be executed normally.
Database
I need a really simple database to save the raw data.
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Appendix B. API Response examples
Old official API Sample
<RECORDS>
    <REC inst_id="1" recid="199256413" hot="yes" sortkey="3034758690" timescited="0" 
sharedrefs="0" inpi="false">
        <item issue="199256364" recid="199256413" coverdate="201107" 
sortkey="3034758690" refkey="259197" dbyear="2011">
            <ut>000292569100017</ut>
            <i_ckey>AROR0372110045IS</i_ckey>
            <i_cid>0141430236</i_cid>
            <source_title>INDIAN JOURNAL OF ORTHOPAEDICS</source_title>
            <source_abbrev>INDIAN J ORTHOP</source_abbrev>
            <item_title>Pneumorachis of the cervical spine with associated 
pneumocephalus and subcutaneous emphysema</item_title>
            <sq>C9653J0</sq>
            <bib_id>45 (4): 372-375 JUL-AUG 2011</bib_id>
            <article_nos count="1">
                <article_no>DOI 10.4103/0019-5413.82346</article_no>
            </article_nos>
            <bib_pages begin="372" end="375" pages="4">372-375</bib_pages>
            <bib_issue year="2011" vol="45"/>
            <doctype code="@">Article</doctype>
            <editions full="SCI"/>
            <languages count="1">
                <primarylang code="EN">English</primarylang>
            </languages>
            <authors count="4">
                <primaryauthor>Arora, S</primaryauthor>
                <fullauthorname>
                    <AuRole>Author, Reprint Author</AuRole>
                    <AuLastName>Arora</AuLastName>
                    <AuFirstName>Sumit</AuFirstName>
                    <address number="1">Maulana Azad Med Coll, Dept Orthopaed Surg, New 
Delhi, India</address>
                    <address number="2">Associated Lok Nayak Hosp, New Delhi, 
India</address>
                    <AuCollectiveName>Arora, Sumit</AuCollectiveName>
                </fullauthorname>
                <author key="57551">Aggarwal, P</author>
                <fullauthorname>
                    <AuRole>Author</AuRole>
                    <AuLastName>Aggarwal</AuLastName>
                    <AuFirstName>Pankaj</AuFirstName>
                    <address number="1">Maulana Azad Med Coll, Dept Orthopaed Surg, New 
Delhi, India</address>
                    <address number="2">Associated Lok Nayak Hosp, New Delhi, 
India</address>
                    <AuCollectiveName>Aggarwal, Pankaj</AuCollectiveName>
                </fullauthorname>
                <author key="1193383">Cheema, GS</author>
                <fullauthorname>
                    <AuRole>Author</AuRole>
                    <AuLastName>Cheema</AuLastName>
                    <AuFirstName>Gursimrat Singh</AuFirstName>
                    <address number="1">Maulana Azad Med Coll, Dept Orthopaed Surg, New 
Delhi, India</address>
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                    <address number="2">Associated Lok Nayak Hosp, New Delhi, 
India</address>
                    <AuCollectiveName>Cheema, Gursimrat Singh</AuCollectiveName>
                </fullauthorname>
                <author key="6475641">Singla, J</author>
                <fullauthorname>
                    <AuRole>Author</AuRole>
                    <AuLastName>Singla</AuLastName>
                    <AuFirstName>Jatinder</AuFirstName>
                    <address number="3">Sushruta Trauma Ctr, Dept Orthopaed, Delhi, 
India</address>
                    <AuCollectiveName>Singla, Jatinder</AuCollectiveName>
                </fullauthorname>
            </authors>
            <emails count="1">
                <email>
                    <name>Arora, S</name>
                    <email_addr>mamc_309@yahoo.co.in</email_addr>
                </email>
            </emails>
            <keywords count="4">
                <keyword>Cervical spine</keyword>
                <keyword>pneumocephalus</keyword>
                <keyword>pneumorachis</keyword>
                <keyword>surgical emphysema</keyword>
            </keywords>
            <keywords_plus count="4">
                <keyword>OF-THE-LITERATURE</keyword>
                <keyword>TRAUMATIC PNEUMOMYELOGRAM</keyword>
                <keyword>PNEUMORRHACHIS</keyword>
                <keyword>AIR</keyword>
            </keywords_plus>
            <reprint>
                <rp_author>Arora, S</rp_author>
                <rp_address>126-R-23, Kanpur 208006, Uttar Pradesh, India</rp_address>
                <rp_street>126-R-23</rp_street>
                <rp_city>Kanpur</rp_city>
                <rp_state>Uttar Pradesh</rp_state>
                <rp_country>India</rp_country>
                <rp_zips count="1">
                    <rp_zip location="AC">208006</rp_zip>
                </rp_zips>
            </reprint>
            <research_addrs count="3">
                <research>
                    <rs_address number="1">Maulana Azad Med Coll, Dept Orthopaed Surg, 
New Delhi, India</rs_address>
                    <rs_organization>Maulana Azad Med Coll</rs_organization>
                    <rs_suborganizations count="1">
                        <rs_suborganization>Dept Orthopaed Surg</rs_suborganization>
                    </rs_suborganizations>
                    <rs_city>New Delhi</rs_city>
                    <rs_country>India</rs_country>
                </research>
                <research>
                    <rs_address number="2">Associated Lok Nayak Hosp, New Delhi, 
India</rs_address>
                    <rs_organization>Associated Lok Nayak Hosp</rs_organization>
                    <rs_city>New Delhi</rs_city>
                    <rs_country>India</rs_country>
                </research>
                <research>
                    <rs_address number="3">Sushruta Trauma Ctr, Dept Orthopaed, Delhi, 
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India</rs_address>
                    <rs_organization>Sushruta Trauma Ctr</rs_organization>
                    <rs_suborganizations count="1">
                        <rs_suborganization>Dept Orthopaed</rs_suborganization>
                    </rs_suborganizations>
                    <rs_city>Delhi</rs_city>
                    <rs_country>India</rs_country>
                </research>
            </research_addrs>
            <abstract avail="Y" count="1">
                <p>Pneumorachis, the presence of free intraspinal air, is an exceptional 
radiological finding. We present a case that sustained injury following an assault and 
was diagnosed to have diffuse pneumocephalus, pneumorachis and extensive surgical 
emphysema of the head and neck region secondary to the fracture of the cribriform plate 
of ethmoid bone. To the best of our knowledge pneumorachis due to fracture of the 
cribriform plate of ethmoid bone has not been reported before, in the English language 
literature.</p>
            </abstract>
            <refs count="15">
                <ref>129539961</ref>
                <ref>187361479</ref>
                <ref>145532295</ref>
                <ref>449907</ref>
                <ref>89881183</ref>
                <ref>144043285</ref>
                <ref>31696074</ref>
                <ref>122982162</ref>
                <ref>20491469</ref>
                <ref>61684828</ref>
                <ref>20491467</ref>
                <ref>180383474</ref>
                <ref>116511710</ref>
                <ref>72974670</ref>
                <ref>130997089</ref>
            </refs>
        </item>
    </REC>
    ...
</RECORDS>
 
New official API Sample
<records xmlns="http://scientific.thomsonreuters.com/schema/wok5.4/public/FullRecord">
    <REC r_id_disclaimer="ResearcherID data provided by Thomson Reuters">
        <UID>WOS:000239356000012</UID>
        <static_data>
            <summary>
                <EWUID>
                    <WUID coll_id="WOS"></WUID>
                    <edition value="WOS.SCI"></edition>
                </EWUID>
                <pub_info issue="4" pubtype="Journal" sortdate="2006-08-01" 
has_abstract="Y" coverdate="AUG 2006"
                          pubmonth="AUG" vol="4" pubyear="2006">
                    <page end="515" page_count="10" begin="506">506-515</page>
                </pub_info>
                <titles count="6">
                    <title type="source">INTERNATIONAL JOURNAL OF CONTROL AUTOMATION AND 
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SYSTEMS</title>
                    <title type="source_abbrev">INT J CONTROL AUTOM</title>
                    <title type="abbrev_iso">Int. J. Control Autom. Syst.</title>
                    <title type="abbrev_11">INT J C A S</title>
                    <title type="abbrev_29">INT J CONTROL AUTOM SYST</title>
                    <title type="item">Multirate digital control for fuzzy systems: LMI-
based design and stability
                        analysis
                    </title>
                </titles>
                <names count="1">
                    <name role="author" seq_no="1">
                        <display_name></display_name>
                        <full_name></full_name>
                        <wos_standard>Kim, DW</wos_standard>
                    </name>
                </names>
                <doctypes count="1">
                    <doctype>Article</doctype>
                </doctypes>
                <publishers>
                    <publisher>
                        <address_spec addr_no="1">
                            <full_address>BUCHEON TECHNO PARK 401-1506, 193 YAKDAE-DONG 
WONMI-GU, BUCHEON, GYEONGGI-DO
                                420-734, SOUTH KOREA
                            </full_address>
                            <city>BUCHEON</city>
                        </address_spec>
                        <names count="1">
                            <name addr_no="1" role="publisher" seq_no="1">
                                <display_name>INST CONTROL AUTOMATION &amp; SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERS-KOREAN INST ELECTRICAL
                                    ENG
                                </display_name>
                                <full_name>INST CONTROL AUTOMATION &amp; SYSTEMS 
ENGINEERS-KOREAN INST ELECTRICAL ENG
                                </full_name>
                            </name>
                        </names>
                    </publisher>
                </publishers>
            </summary>
            <fullrecord_metadata>
                <languages count="1">
                    <language type="primary">English</language>
                </languages>
                <normalized_languages count="1">
                    <language type="primary">English</language>
                </normalized_languages>
                <normalized_doctypes count="1">
                    <doctype>Article</doctype>
                </normalized_doctypes>
                <refs count="16"></refs>
                <addresses count="2">
                    <address_name>
                        <address_spec addr_no="1">
                            <full_address>Yonsei Univ, Dept Elect &amp; Elect Engn, 
Seoul 120749, South Korea
                            </full_address>
                            <organizations count="2">
                                <organization>Yonsei Univ</organization>
                                <organization>Yonsei University</organization>
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                            </organizations>
                            <suborganizations count="1">
                                <suborganization>Dept Elect &amp; Elect 
Engn</suborganization>
                            </suborganizations>
                            <city>Seoul</city>
                            <country>South Korea</country>
                            <zip location="AC">120749</zip>
                        </address_spec>
                    </address_name>
                    <address_name>
                        <address_spec addr_no="2">
                            <full_address>Kunsan Natl Univ, Sch Elect &amp; Informat 
Engn, Kunsan 573701, Chonbuk, South
                                Korea
                            </full_address>
                            <organizations count="1">
                                <organization>Kunsan Natl Univ</organization>
                            </organizations>
                            <suborganizations count="1">
                                <suborganization>Sch Elect &amp; Informat 
Engn</suborganization>
                            </suborganizations>
                            <city>Kunsan</city>
                            <state>Chonbuk</state>
                            <country>South Korea</country>
                            <zip location="AC">573701</zip>
                        </address_spec>
                    </address_name>
                </addresses>
                <category_info>
                    <headings count="1">
                        <heading>Science &amp; Technology</heading>
                    </headings>
                    <subheadings count="1">
                        <subheading>Technology</subheading>
                    </subheadings>
                    <subjects count="2">
                        <subject ascatype="traditional">Automation &amp; Control 
Systems</subject>
                        <subject ascatype="extended">Automation &amp; Control 
Systems</subject>
                    </subjects>
                </category_info>
                <keywords count="4">
                    <keyword>linear matrix inequality</keyword>
                    <keyword>multirate digital control</keyword>
                    <keyword>stability analysis</keyword>
                    <keyword>Takagi-Sugeno fuzzy system</keyword>
                </keywords>
                <abstracts count="1">
                    <abstract>
                        <abstract_text count="1">
                            <p>This paper studies an intelligent digital control for 
nonlinear systems with multirate
                                sampling. it is worth noting that the multirate control 
design is addressed for a given
                                nonlinear system represented by Takagi-Sugeno (T-S) 
fuzzy models. The main features of
                                the proposed method are that i) it is provided that the 
sufficient conditions for
                                stabilization of the discrete-time T-S fuzzy system in 
the sense of Lyapunov stability
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                                criterion, which is can be formulated in the linear 
matrix inequalities (LMIs); and ii)
                                the stability properties of the trivial solution of the 
digital control system can be
                                deduced from that of the solution of its discretized 
versions. An example is provided
                                for showing the feasibility of the proposed method.
                            </p>
                        </abstract_text>
                    </abstract>
                </abstracts>
            </fullrecord_metadata>
            <item xmlns:xsi="http://www.w3.org/2001/XMLSchema-instance" 
xsi:type="itemType_wos">
                <ids avail="Y">068ET</ids>
                <bib_id>4 (4): 506-515 AUG 2006</bib_id>
                <reprint_contact>
                    <address_spec addr_no="1">
                        <full_address>Yonsei Univ, Dept Elect &amp; Elect Engn, Seoul 
120749, South Korea</full_address>
                        <organizations count="2">
                            <organization>Yonsei Univ</organization>
                            <organization>Yonsei University</organization>
                        </organizations>
                        <suborganizations count="1">
                            <suborganization>Dept Elect &amp; Elect 
Engn</suborganization>
                        </suborganizations>
                        <city>Seoul</city>
                        <country>South Korea</country>
                        <zip location="AC">120749</zip>
                    </address_spec>
                    <names count="1"></names>
                </reprint_contact>
                <keywords_plus count="2">
                    <keyword>SAMPLED-DATA CONTROL</keyword>
                    <keyword>REDESIGN</keyword>
                </keywords_plus>
            </item>
        </static_data>
        <dynamic_data>
            <citation_related>
                <tc_list>
                    <silo_tc local_count="18" coll_id="WOS"></silo_tc>
                </tc_list>
            </citation_related>
            <cluster_related>
                <identifiers>
                    <identifier value="1598-6446" type="issn"></identifier>
                </identifiers>
            </cluster_related>
        </dynamic_data>
    </REC>
    ...
</records>
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Appendix C. Complete tables
Subject categories summary
Category Journals Articles Maxim IF Average IF Minim IF 
43 536 0.0 0.00 0 
Acoustics 30 19400 3.57 1.21 0.18 
Automation & Control Systems 58 26312 5.16 1.20 0.02 
Agriculture, Dairy & Animal Science 54 27673 2.89 0.90 0.02 
Agricultural Engineering 12 9912 4.98 1.51 0.05 
Agricultural Economics & Policy 15 2714 2.05 0.93 0.25 
Agriculture, Multidisciplinary 57 25804 3.0 0.78 0.0 
Engineering, Aerospace 27 11632 3.0 0.68 0.0 
Agronomy 80 33933 5.2 1.23 0.05 
Allergy 23 11007 11.0 2.52 0.06 
Anatomy & Morphology 21 8553 5.63 1.74 0.06 
Andrology 6 1747 3.59 1.89 0.21 
Anesthesiology 28 18429 5.78 2.21 0.05 
Biodiversity Conservation 37 14051 6.86 1.72 0.04 
Astronomy & Astrophysics 56 74379 26.45 3.07 0.15 
Audiology & Speech-Language Pathology 21 8588 4.05 1.67 0.18 
Behavioral Sciences 48 25363 25.06 3.30 0.74 
Biochemical Research Methods 72 68317 19.28 3.14 0.32 
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology 287 245959 34.32 3.78 0.23 
Cell & Tissue Engineering 12 5819 25.42 5.67 1.95 
Biology 85 55361 11.45 2.10 0.02 
Biophysics 71 57451 13.57 3.38 0.33 
Biotechnology & Applied Microbiology 158 103902 29.01 2.82 0.02 
Plant Sciences 189 81778 25.96 1.97 0.04 
Oncology 192 132329 101.78 3.97 0.11 
Cardiac & Cardiovascular Systems 117 74819 14.74 2.82 0.01 
Cell Biology 179 110605 39.12 4.79 0.07 
Critical Care Medicine 26 21763 11.08 2.95 0.41 
Thermodynamics 52 27839 14.22 1.48 0.06 
Chemistry, Applied 70 54492 7.29 1.57 0.05 
Chemistry, Medicinal 57 52457 10.7 2.61 0.37 
Chemistry, Multidisciplinary 151 182402 40.2 3.06 0.12 
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Chemistry, Analytical 73 87467 9.05 2.22 0.17 
Chemistry, Inorganic & Nuclear 44 60572 12.11 2.34 0.21 
Chemistry, Organic 56 98479 16.09 2.67 0.21 
Chemistry, Physical 129 199735 32.84 3.29 0.21 
Computer Science, Artifcial Intelligence 111 35552 4.91 1.43 0.06 
Computer Science, Cybernetics 20 5299 3.08 1.15 0.17 
Computer Science, Hardware & Architecture 50 17806 2.95 1.02 0.2 
Computer Science, Information Systems 135 39149 6.31 1.20 0.11 
Computer Science, Interdisciplinary
Applications 
99 44331 4.68 1.51 0.22 
Computer Science, Sofware Engineering 104 30465 4.66 0.97 0.0 
Computer Science, Theory & Methods 99 26620 4.53 0.96 0.11 
Construction & Building Technology 56 17760 3.38 0.87 0.09 
Emergency Medicine 24 14491 4.13 1.35 0.1 
Crystallography 25 50612 12.62 2.27 0.28 
Dentistry, Oral Surgery & Medicine 81 35689 3.96 1.46 0.04 
Dermatology 58 28258 6.31 1.84 0.09 
Geochemistry & Geophysics 76 35735 16.46 1.96 0.06 
Substance Abuse 14 7217 4.83 2.42 0.53 
Ecology 133 69538 17.56 2.64 0.04 
Education, Scientifc Disciplines 33 11871 3.52 1.06 0.11 
Health Care Sciences & Services 75 27317 5.62 1.84 0.22 
Electrochemistry 27 44440 5.6 2.50 0.33 
Evolutionary Biology 45 24661 15.75 3.47 0.24 
Developmental Biology 40 20640 15.84 3.71 0.34 
Endocrinology & Metabolism 122 69508 19.93 3.29 0.09 
Energy & Fuels 79 56314 31.68 2.49 0.05 
Engineering, Multidisciplinary 90 34637 3.59 0.88 0.05 
Engineering, Biomedical 72 37963 12.21 2.02 0.13 
Engineering, Environmental 44 40228 31.68 2.62 0.19 
Engineering, Chemical 132 97502 31.68 1.80 0.03 
Engineering, Industrial 43 18440 3.29 1.03 0.06 
Engineering, Manufacturing 37 21245 2.87 0.99 0.02 
Engineering, Marine 14 2884 0.9 0.32 0.01 
Engineering, Civil 118 49156 4.17 0.90 0.01 
Engineering, Ocean 15 4452 2.26 0.78 0.16 
Engineering, Petroleum 24 8682 1.83 0.60 0.08 
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Engineering, Electrical & Electronic 245 183151 7.0 1.32 0.01 
Engineering, Mechanical 122 57796 14.22 1.06 0.0 
Engineering, Geological 30 8598 2.22 0.90 0.1 
Entomology 86 26787 11.46 1.19 0.08 
Environmental Sciences 203 127887 9.61 2.00 0.1 
Fisheries 50 21546 5.8 1.41 0.04 
Food Science & Technology 128 77937 4.79 1.38 0.05 
Forestry 59 17690 3.39 1.09 0.04 
Gastroenterology & Hepatology 73 52095 11.68 2.96 0.05 
Genetics & Heredity 156 82536 38.08 3.67 0.06 
Geography, Physical 44 17079 5.15 1.77 0.2 
Geology 47 9081 3.61 1.15 0.0 
Geosciences, Multidisciplinary 170 85482 11.75 1.67 0.06 
Geriatrics & Gerontology 45 16467 6.27 2.42 0.11 
Hematology 68 52048 14.74 3.26 0.06 
Mathematical & Computational Biology 46 22099 5.47 1.84 0.26 
Primary Health Care 16 5590 5.36 1.52 0.5 
History & Philosophy Of Science 56 6622 4.08 0.58 0.0 
Horticulture 32 14216 3.3 1.00 0.05 
Public, Environmental & Occupational Health 157 72130 7.58 1.90 0.15 
Immunology 138 97781 52.76 4.20 0.06 
Infectious Diseases 70 47194 17.39 2.96 0.17 
Nanoscience & Nanotechnology 66 80218 27.27 3.68 0.34 
Instruments & Instrumentation 58 53176 9.97 1.38 0.14 
Integrative & Complementary Medicine 22 7293 4.77 1.60 0.0 
Medical Ethics 17 3114 4.08 1.16 0.0 
Medicine, Legal 15 6148 3.57 1.56 0.31 
Limnology 19 8702 3.42 1.37 0.42 
Operations Research & Management Science 77 30822 4.38 1.04 0.22 
Marine & Freshwater Biology 97 45056 16.46 1.67 0.07 
Materials Science, Paper & Wood 21 5891 3.6 0.74 0.0 
Materials Science, Ceramics 25 21475 2.35 0.77 0.03 
Materials Science, Multidisciplinary 230 250020 32.84 2.29 0.03 
Mathematics, Applied 245 94916 10.02 0.89 0.05 
Mathematics, Interdisciplinary Applications 92 32572 4.71 1.11 0.0 
Mathematics 289 96238 3.84 0.68 0.05 
Medical Informatics 23 8940 4.41 1.71 0.76 
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Mechanics 132 66376 12.77 1.30 0.12 
Medical Laboratory Technology 32 13945 7.91 1.71 0.04 
Medicine, General & Internal 155 86912 53.3 2.53 0.02 
Metallurgy & Metallurgical Engineering 75 63143 3.76 0.75 0.0 
Medicine, Research & Experimental 110 61333 22.46 3.03 0.09 
Materials Science, Biomaterials 25 18287 7.4 2.46 0.36 
Materials Science, Characterization & Testing 32 9184 5.75 0.89 0.08 
Materials Science, Coatings & Films 18 29933 2.59 1.18 0.0 
Materials Science, Composites 24 11185 3.14 0.97 0.18 
Materials Science, Textiles 21 7275 3.6 0.82 0.09 
Logic 19 3116 0.91 0.51 0.24 
Meteorology & Atmospheric Sciences 70 38862 6.03 2.02 0.11 
Microbiology 113 82677 21.18 3.35 0.07 
Microscopy 10 4774 3.01 1.64 0.2 
Robotics 19 5112 3.11 1.28 0.23 
Mineralogy 26 10134 3.84 1.46 0.26 
Multidisciplinary Sciences 55 53411 36.28 2.31 0.02 
Mycology 24 7721 10.63 2.31 0.4 
Clinical Neurology 192 105664 23.46 2.67 0.05 
Neurosciences 244 153868 30.45 3.60 0.04 
Neuroimaging 14 9505 5.9 2.27 0.14 
Nuclear Science & Technology 35 42107 2.28 0.95 0.03 
Nursing 99 23652 2.51 0.95 0.05 
Nutrition & Dietetics 73 38744 10.67 2.38 0.06 
Obstetrics & Gynecology 79 48461 9.23 1.84 0.0 
Oceanography 59 24146 16.46 1.75 0.07 
Remote Sensing 24 9657 4.57 1.26 0.06 
Ophthalmology 58 38265 9.46 1.84 0.04 
Optics 78 97678 29.28 1.88 0.07 
Ornithology 21 5920 2.43 1.02 0.13 
Orthopedics 65 40731 3.9 1.45 0.02 
Otorhinolaryngology 41 23047 2.84 1.30 0.03 
Paleontology 49 11243 3.36 1.31 0.43 
Parasitology 34 18962 13.5 2.53 0.24 
Pathology 79 36271 20.0 2.44 0.16 
Pediatrics 115 65238 6.44 1.66 0.03 
Pharmacology & Pharmacy 259 152527 29.01 2.73 0.08 
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Physics, Applied 124 210471 32.84 2.54 0.12 
Imaging Science & Photographic Technology 21 7456 4.66 1.35 0.14 
Physics, Fluids & Plasmas 31 36110 12.77 1.93 0.03 
Physics, Atomic, Molecular & Chemical 33 71400 6.21 2.24 0.26 
Physics, Multidisciplinary 82 109824 43.93 2.46 0.11 
Physics, Condensed Mater 68 134401 37.0 3.63 0.14 
Physiology 78 50906 26.87 2.98 0.08 
Physics, Nuclear 21 28887 6.46 2.01 0.03 
Physics, Particles & Fields 27 48999 17.46 3.03 0.03 
Physics, Mathematical 55 51040 3.45 1.27 0.16 
Polymer Science 79 72089 24.1 1.98 0.13 
Psychiatry 129 59517 13.67 2.68 0.12 
Psychology 74 23634 16.83 2.67 0.14 
Radiology, Nuclear Medicine & Medical
Imaging 
116 74519 6.38 2.13 0.04 
Rehabilitation 61 17307 4.5 1.53 0.2 
Respiratory System 48 33881 11.08 2.61 0.05 
Reproductive Biology 28 19955 9.23 2.71 0.48 
Rheumatology 29 20077 8.73 3.04 0.08 
Soil Science 32 17713 3.5 1.49 0.25 
Spectroscopy 42 33212 10.46 2.26 0.4 
Sport Sciences 84 32666 5.16 1.56 0.08 
Statistics & Probability 116 34037 4.01 1.05 0.01 
Surgery 199 141217 7.49 1.63 0.02 
Telecommunications 79 44056 6.31 1.22 0.01 
Toxicology 83 43138 21.64 2.72 0.25 
Transplantation 24 23181 6.39 2.52 0.13 
Transportation Science & Technology 28 12042 3.45 1.15 0.11 
Tropical Medicine 21 12074 4.72 1.49 0.1 
Urology & Nephrology 72 49400 9.66 2.32 0.07 
Veterinary Sciences 143 61723 4.06 0.95 0.0 
Peripheral Vascular Disease 68 45052 14.74 2.67 0.0 
Virology 32 28888 13.5 3.51 0.13 
Zoology 146 48381 5.33 1.30 0.07 
Mining & Mineral Processing 23 9503 2.16 0.68 0.0 
Water Resources 78 42753 4.87 1.31 0.1 
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Journals information tables
Computer science, AI
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
International Journal On Semantic Web And
Information Systems 
26 2.31 60 26 2.62 68 
Turkish Journal Of Electrical Engineering And
Computer Sciences 
99 0.28 28 103 0.22 23 
Natural Language Engineering 37 0.43 16 46 0.39 18 
Journal Of Machine Learning Research 214 2.56 548 215 2.65 569 
Neural Network World 113 0.65 73 118 0.59 70 
Traitement Du Signal 49 0.06 3 57 0.05 3 
Network-Computation In Neural Systems 15 1.53 23 17 1.41 24 
Information Technology And Control 75 0.88 66 77 1.00 77 
International Journal Of Applied Mathematics
And Computer Science 
115 0.49 56 115 0.60 69 
International Journal Of Fuzzy Systems 70 1.16 81 74 1.14 84 
International Arab Journal Of Information
Technology 
126 0.13 16 128 0.13 17 
Malaysian Journal Of Computer Science 24 0.17 4 24 0.12 3 
Advances In Electrical And Computer
Engineering 
146 0.56 81 147 0.47 69 
Computer Vision And Image Understanding 206 1.34 276 217 1.45 314 
Computer Speech And Language 69 1.32 91 70 1.36 95 
Journal Of Artifcial Intelligence Research 98 1.14 112 98 1.58 155 
Ai Magazine 52 0.81 42 59 0.66 39 
Acm Transactions On Autonomous And
Adaptive Systems 
35 1.29 45 40 1.00 40 
Intelligent Automation And Sof Computing 146 0.12 17 156 0.09 14 
Computational Intelligence 34 0.97 33 37 1.43 53 
Expert Systems 57 0.68 39 68 0.54 37 
International Journal Of Intelligent Systems 124 1.65 205 133 1.65 220 
Journal Of Chemometrics 145 1.95 283 153 1.78 272 
Ai Edam-Artifcial Intelligence For Engineering
Design Analysis And Manufacturing 
56 0.79 44 64 0.75 48 
Knowledge Engineering Review 33 0.55 18 36 0.44 16 
Ieee Intelligent Systems 78 2.15 168 190 0.89 170 
Ieee Transactions On Knowledge And Data
Engineering 
254 1.66 421 261 1.86 486 
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Computer science, AI
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Ieee Transactions On Patern Analysis And
Machine Intelligence 
359 4.91 1762 366 4.73 1731 
Advanced Engineering Informatics 88 1.49 131 94 1.48 139 
Patern Recognition 648 2.29 1485 720 2.09 1503 
International Journal Of Approximate
Reasoning 
172 1.95 335 189 1.97 372 
Applied Sof Computing 263 2.61 687 265 2.61 692 
Artifcial Intelligence 135 2.25 304 138 1.62 224 
Artifcial Intelligence In Medicine 110 1.35 148 116 1.43 166 
Chemometrics And Intelligent Laboratory
Systems 
226 1.92 434 229 1.85 424 
Cognitive Systems Research 52 1.17 61 60 1.30 78 
Data & Knowledge Engineering 135 1.42 192 157 1.53 240 
Decision Support Systems 230 1.69 388 239 1.65 395 
Image And Vision Computing 311 1.72 536 324 1.83 593 
Information Fusion 60 1.47 88 75 1.13 85 
Journal Of Applied Logic 54 0.57 31 60 0.72 43 
Journal Of Web Semantics 63 1.30 82 70 1.91 134 
Knowledge-Based Systems 180 2.42 436 187 2.35 439 
Medical Image Analysis 132 4.42 584 139 4.53 629 
Neurocomputing 735 1.58 1161 759 1.66 1260 
Patern Recognition Leters 442 1.03 457 456 1.20 546 
Robotics And Autonomous Systems 234 1.06 247 246 1.24 304 
Iet Computer Vision 44 0.64 28 46 0.74 34 
Ieee Computational Intelligence Magazine 38 3.37 128 53 3.04 161 
Ieee Transactions On Autonomous Mental
Development 
42 2.31 97 47 2.21 104 
Ieee Transactions On Computational
Intelligence And Ai In Games 
47 1.62 76 49 1.61 79 
Ieee Transactions On Evolutionary
Computation 
129 3.34 431 135 3.98 537 
Ieee Transactions On Fuzzy Systems 208 4.26 886 212 4.38 928 
Ieee Transactions On Image Processing 475 3.04 1445 501 2.93 1470 
Ieee Transactions On Neural Networks 331 2.95 977 336 3.08 1034 
Ieee Transactions On Systems Man And
Cybernetics Part B-Cybernetics 
264 3.08 813 275 3.15 867 
Ieee Transactions On Systems Man And 113 2.01 227 119 2.18 259 
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Computer science, AI
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Cybernetics Part C-Applications And Reviews 
Ai Communications 38 0.50 19 40 0.72 29 
Applied Ontology 19 1.11 21 20 1.10 22 
Integrated Computer-Aided Engineering 51 3.45 176 55 2.85 157 
Intelligent Data Analysis 87 0.45 39 96 0.40 38 
Journal Of Ambient Intelligence And Smart
Environments 
54 0.63 34 65 0.58 38 
Journal Of Intelligent & Fuzzy Systems 54 0.56 30 58 0.60 35 
Annals Of Mathematics And Artifcial
Intelligence 
81 0.36 29 90 0.36 32 
Applied Intelligence 93 0.85 79 100 0.66 66 
Artifcial Intelligence Review 47 1.21 57 48 1.79 86 
Autonomous Agents And Multi-Agent Systems 61 1.21 74 67 1.24 83 
Autonomous Robots 90 1.50 135 97 1.37 133 
Constraints 41 0.66 27 46 0.61 28 
Data Mining And Knowledge Discovery 66 1.55 102 72 1.12 81 
International Journal Of Computer Vision 193 3.74 722 199 3.32 660 
Journal Of Automated Reasoning 56 0.71 40 62 1.08 67 
Journal Of Heuristics 65 1.26 82 68 1.44 98 
Journal Of Intelligent Information Systems 55 0.62 34 58 0.62 36 
Journal Of Intelligent Manufacturing 135 0.86 116 141 0.68 96 
Journal Of Intelligent & Robotic Systems 164 0.83 136 174 0.94 164 
Journal Of Mathematical Imaging And Vision 115 1.39 160 116 1.39 161 
Machine Learning 104 1.59 165 113 1.61 182 
Minds And Machines 58 0.31 18 63 0.32 20 
Neural Processing Leters 68 0.75 51 68 0.79 54 
Journal Of Computer And Systems Sciences
International 
191 0.17 32 191 0.17 32 
Artifcial Life 39 2.28 89 40 1.85 74 
Computational Linguistics 43 0.72 31 75 0.44 33 
Evolutionary Computation 49 1.06 52 55 1.05 58 
Neural Computation 241 1.88 454 247 1.83 453 
Journal Of Multiple-Valued Logic And Sof
Computing 
73 0.26 19 77 0.25 19 
Engineering Applications Of Artifcial
Intelligence 
254 1.67 423 260 1.70 441 
Expert Systems With Applications 2395 2.20 5277 2434 2.26 5502 
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Computer science, AI
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Mechatronics 216 1.26 271 222 1.26 279 
Neural Networks 269 2.18 587 281 2.14 602 
Adaptive Behavior 52 1.02 53 71 0.75 53 
Siam Journal On Imaging Sciences 93 4.66 433 93 4.53 421 
Computing And Informatics 117 0.24 28 123 0.27 33 
Cognitive Computation 62 1.00 62 65 1.08 70 
Fuzzy Optimization And Decision Making 41 1.49 61 42 1.88 79 
Genetic Programming And Evolvable
Machines 
29 1.00 29 33 1.76 58 
Machine Vision And Applications 107 1.01 108 108 0.82 89 
Neural Computing & Applications 209 0.70 146 214 0.64 136 
Patern Analysis And Applications 69 0.74 51 69 0.80 55 
Sof Computing 209 1.88 393 220 1.87 412 
Knowledge And Information Systems 138 2.23 307 142 1.87 265 
Applied Artifcial Intelligence 84 0.33 28 88 0.34 30 
Connection Science 34 0.68 23 39 0.59 23 
Journal Of Experimental & Theoretical
Artifcial Intelligence 
30 0.33 10 30 0.30 9 
International Journal On Document Analysis
And Recognition 
42 0.41 17 44 0.45 20 
Journal Of Real-Time Image Processing 49 1.02 50 57 0.65 37 
International Journal On Artifcial Intelligence
Tools 
83 0.22 18 89 0.26 23 
International Journal Of Neural Systems 74 4.28 317 79 3.95 312 
International Journal Of Patern Recognition
And Artifcial Intelligence 
141 0.62 88 145 0.59 86 
International Journal Of Sofware Engineering
And Knowledge Engineering 
93 0.13 12 100 0.16 16 
International Journal Of Uncertainty Fuzziness
And Knowledge-Based Systems 
96 1.78 171 99 1.75 173 
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Nuovo Cimento Della Societa Italiana Di
Fisica B-Basic Topics In Physics 
210 0.24 51 190 0.21 39 
Rivista Del Nuovo Cimento 19 2.58 49 22 1.05 23 
Lithuanian Journal Of Physics 109 0.39 43 109 0.39 43 
University Politehnica Of Bucharest
Scientifc Bulletin-Series A-Applied
Mathematics And Physics 
130 0.19 25 131 0.18 23 
Epl 1676 2.17 3639 1721 2.21 3808 
Acta Physica Polonica B 523 0.90 471 533 0.83 440 
Physics Essays 156 0.28 43 160 0.27 43 
Annals Of Physics 245 2.86 700 255 2.55 649 
Bulletin Of The Lebedev Physics Institute 166 0.21 34 167 0.16 26 
Journal Of Contemporary Physics-Armenian
Academy Of Sciences 
107 0.22 24 108 0.19 21 
Moscow University Physics Bulletin 246 0.20 49 246 0.13 31 
Physics Of Wave Phenomena 73 0.38 28 73 0.34 25 
American Journal Of Physics 354 0.73 258 431 0.56 241 
Journal Of Physical And Chemical Reference
Data 
29 3.17 92 32 2.53 81 
Physics Today 88 5.65 497 566 0.75 422 
Physical Review Leters 6533 7.37 48150 7024 6.84 48014 
Reviews Of Modern Physics 119 43.93 5228 127 40.50 5143 
Annales Henri Poincare 95 1.21 115 95 1.22 116 
Central European Journal Of Physics 231 0.91 210 236 0.83 197 
Acta Physica Sinica 2780 1.03 2854 2780 0.97 2697 
Indian Journal Of Pure & Applied Physics 266 0.76 203 272 0.67 181 
Annales De Physique 4 0.25 1 4 0.00 0 
Comptes Rendus Physique 150 1.36 204 167 1.23 206 
Romanian Journal Of Physics 198 0.41 82 200 0.39 77 
Romanian Reports In Physics 152 0.50 76 154 0.45 70 
Studies In History And Philosophy Of
Modern Physics 
64 0.64 41 76 0.58 44 
Physics Leters A 1751 1.63 2857 1790 1.55 2783 
Physics Leters B 1698 3.96 6716 1719 3.99 6860 
Physics Reports-Review Section Of Physics
Leters 
66 20.39 1346 66 20.42 1348 
Physica A-Statistical Mechanics And Its 1153 1.37 1583 1163 1.33 1551 
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Applications 
Physica D-Nonlinear Phenomena 399 1.59 636 409 1.46 599 
Wave Motion 100 1.46 146 103 1.32 136 
Frontiers Of Physics In China 101 0.90 91 107 0.76 81 
Pramana-Journal Of Physics 395 0.58 227 402 0.55 222 
Indian Journal Of Physics 333 0.38 127 220 0.36 79 
Chinese Physics B 2050 1.38 2821 2050 1.28 2628 
Chinese Physics Leters 1901 0.73 1390 1918 0.64 1233 
Classical And Quantum Gravity 980 3.32 3254 1018 3.10 3154 
Communications In Theoretical Physics 872 0.75 651 876 0.70 612 
European Journal Of Physics 288 0.82 237 345 0.62 214 
Journal Of Physics A-Mathematical And
Theoretical 
2066 1.56 3232 2109 1.47 3106 
New Journal Of Physics 1618 4.18 6758 1634 3.98 6500 
Physica Scripta 1080 1.20 1300 1112 1.09 1207 
Physics World 103 0.42 43 816 0.03 25 
Reports On Progress In Physics 82 14.72 1207 82 13.82 1133 
General Relativity And Gravitation 303 2.07 627 343 1.59 547 
International Journal Of Theoretical Physics 702 0.85 593 706 0.75 531 
Journal Of The Korean Physical Society 1661 0.45 742 1673 0.42 706 
Progress Of Theoretical Physics 262 2.29 601 273 2.16 591 
Progress Of Theoretical Physics Supplement 222 1.06 236 230 1.04 240 
Doklady Physics 277 0.34 95 279 0.32 88 
Journal Of Experimental And Theoretical
Physics 
427 1.03 439 429 0.81 349 
Jetp Leters 568 1.35 768 565 1.10 621 
Entropy 175 1.18 207 182 1.15 209 
Canadian Journal Of Physics 251 0.86 215 262 0.75 197 
Nature Physics 304 18.97 5766 546 10.12 5527 
Chaos Solitons & Fractals 1290 1.22 1577 1295 1.22 1579 
Journal Of The Physical Society Of Japan 1033 2.36 2442 1053 2.21 2323 
Chinese Journal Of Physics 163 0.45 73 163 0.45 73 
Acta Physica Polonica A 1156 0.44 513 1175 0.40 473 
Revista Mexicana De Fisica 216 0.37 79 219 0.29 64 
Revista Mexicana De Fisica E 54 0.11 6 54 0.13 7 
Sof Mater 1300 4.39 5707 1339 4.14 5539 
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Science China-Physics Mechanics &
Astronomy 
389 0.78 303 398 0.78 311 
Science In China Series G-Physics Mechanics
& Astronomy 
269 1.41 380 275 1.13 312 
Acta Physica Slovaca 12 2.17 26 12 2.17 26 
Revista Brasileira De Ensino De Fisica 127 0.12 15 131 0.09 12 
Brazilian Journal Of Physics 199 0.75 150 201 0.59 119 
Foundations Of Physics 182 1.06 192 191 0.91 173 
Quantum Information Processing 77 2.00 154 84 1.60 134 
Russian Physics Journal 298 0.41 122 299 0.11 32 
Theoretical And Mathematical Physics 283 0.65 184 288 0.53 152 
Few-Body Systems 96 1.44 138 99 1.24 123 
Contemporary Physics 37 2.08 77 74 0.95 70 
High Pressure Research 194 0.78 151 202 0.75 151 
Waves In Random And Complex Media 76 0.74 56 80 0.71 57 
Physics-Uspekhi 188 2.15 405 239 1.33 318 
European Physical Journal H 11 1.18 13 14 0.71 10 
European Physical Journal-Special Topics 418 1.56 653 438 1.46 641 
Annalen Der Physik 145 0.84 122 150 0.85 127 
Fortschrite Der Physik-Progress Of Physics 142 1.16 165 147 1.12 164 
Zeitschrif Fur Naturforschung Section A-A
Journal Of Physical Sciences 
268 0.94 252 270 0.86 232 
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Cell & tissue engineering 
Journal Articles JCR IF JCR Cites JCR Articles IF Cites 
Regenerative Medicine 110 3.72 409 208 1.82 379 
Cytotherapy 204 3.63 740 233 2.91 679 
Journal Of Tissue Engineering And
Regenerative Medicine 
144 3.28 472 145 2.83 410 
Stem Cells 512 7.78 3984 553 6.99 3867 
Cell Stem Cell 202 25.42 5135 379 13.38 5072 
Stem Cell Research 79 5.13 405 88 4.14 364 
Stem Cell Reviews And Reports 111 3.74 415 114 3.49 398 
Cellular Reprogramming 70 2.29 160 72 2.19 158 
Cloning And Stem Cells 53 2.66 141 57 2.32 132 
Stem Cells And Development 327 4.46 1458 338 3.75 1267 
Tissue Engineering 1014 4.02 4078 1274 3.00 3826 
Cellular And Molecular Bioengineering 94 1.95 183 104 1.69 176 
Min Max published papers
Computer science, AI
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Acm Transactions On Autonomous And Adaptive
Systems 
16 2010 39 2012 2.438
Adaptive Behavior 10 2000 41 2009 4.100
Advances In Electrical And Computer Engineering 60 2012 96 2010 1.600
Advanced Engineering Informatics 30 2005 77 2012 2.567
Ai Communications 17 2009 31 2012 1.824
Ai Edam-Artifcial Intelligence For Engineering Design
Analysis And Manufacturing 
21 2005 37 2012 1.762
Ai Magazine 27 2010 45 2005 1.667
Annals Of Mathematics And Artifcial Intelligence 32 2000 54 2002 1.688
Applied Artifcial Intelligence 36 2002 172 2006 4.778
Applied Intelligence 34 2002 102 2012 3.000
Applied Ontology 19 2012 19 2012 1.000
Applied Sof Computing 110 2007 548 2011 4.982
Artifcial Intelligence 46 2012 90 2011 1.957
Artifcial Intelligence In Medicine 42 2000 59 2009 1.405
Artifcial Intelligence Review 14 2009 40 2006 2.857
Artifcial Life 18 2010 34 2006 1.889
Autonomous Agents And Multi-Agent Systems 15 2000 36 2011 2.400
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Computer science, AI
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Autonomous Robots 30 2004 61 2001 2.033
Chemometrics And Intelligent Laboratory Systems 67 2001 158 2012 2.358
Cognitive Computation 45 2012 45 2012 1.000
Cognitive Systems Research 25 2008 34 2012 1.360
Computing And Informatics 29 2006 74 2010 2.552
Computational Intelligence 11 2008 51 2012 4.636
Computational Linguistics 25 2005 44 2011 1.760
Computer Speech And Language 13 2001 44 2011 3.385
Connection Science 6 2012 28 2006 4.667
Computer Vision And Image Understanding 36 2002 136 2011 3.778
Constraints 16 2012 24 2010 1.500
Data & Knowledge Engineering 47 2012 141 2007 3.000
Data Mining And Knowledge Discovery 14 2000 47 2012 3.357
Decision Support Systems 45 2002 215 2012 4.778
Engineering Applications Of Artifcial Intelligence 55 2002 157 2012 2.855
Evolutionary Computation 18 2002 30 2009 1.667
Expert Systems 19 2000 36 2009 1.895
Expert Systems With Applications 47 2001 1729 2011 36.787
Fuzzy Optimization And Decision Making 20 2010 23 2012 1.150
Genetic Programming And Evolvable Machines 17 2010 23 2011 1.353
Ieee Computational Intelligence Magazine 24 2010 29 2009 1.208
Ieee Intelligent Systems 92 2010 121 2008 1.315
Ieee Transactions On Autonomous Mental
Development 
24 2012 24 2012 1.000
Ieee Transactions On Computational Intelligence And
Ai In Games 
24 2012 24 2012 1.000
Ieee Transactions On Evolutionary Computation 31 2000 79 2009 2.548
Ieee Transactions On Fuzzy Systems 73 2000 134 2008 1.836
Ieee Transactions On Image Processing 131 2002 413 2012 3.153
Ieee Transactions On Knowledge And Data
Engineering 
63 2000 164 2012 2.603
Ieee Transactions On Neural Networks 137 2004 213 2011 1.555
Ieee Transactions On Patern Analysis And Machine
Intelligence 
127 2001 199 2011 1.567
Ieee Transactions On Systems Man And Cybernetics
Part B-Cybernetics 
87 2002 238 2004 2.736
Ieee Transactions On Systems Man And Cybernetics 51 2004 155 2012 3.039
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Part C-Applications And Reviews 
Iet Computer Vision 26 2010 47 2012 1.808
Image And Vision Computing 71 2011 172 2007 2.423
Information Technology And Control 37 2011 38 2010 1.027
Information Fusion 30 2012 41 2010 1.367
International Arab Journal Of Information Technology 60 2011 76 2012 1.267
International Journal Of Applied Mathematics And
Computer Science 
55 2009 75 2012 1.364
International Journal Of Approximate Reasoning 29 2001 136 2008 4.690
International Journal Of Computer Vision 51 2003 103 2010 2.020
International Journal On Document Analysis And
Recognition 
20 2012 32 2011 1.600
International Journal Of Fuzzy Systems 39 2010 58 2012 1.487
International Journal Of Intelligent Systems 53 2012 78 2001 1.472
International Journal Of Neural Systems 37 2012 44 2008 1.189
International Journal Of Patern Recognition And
Artifcial Intelligence 
57 2005 90 2008 1.579
International Journal On Semantic Web And
Information Systems 
11 2012 14 2009 1.273
International Journal Of Sofware Engineering And
Knowledge Engineering 
32 2004 79 2005 2.469
International Journal Of Uncertainty Fuzziness And
Knowledge-Based Systems 
41 2005 71 2012 1.732
Integrated Computer-Aided Engineering 24 2000 32 2005 1.333
Intelligent Automation And Sof Computing 22 2005 108 2010 4.909
Intelligent Data Analysis 39 2008 57 2012 1.462
Journal Of Ambient Intelligence And Smart
Environments 
46 2012 46 2012 1.000
Journal Of Applied Logic 29 2012 29 2012 1.000
Journal Of Artifcial Intelligence Research 20 2000 62 2011 3.100
Journal Of Automated Reasoning 27 2000 36 2012 1.333
Journal Of Chemometrics 50 2001 89 2008 1.780
Journal Of Computer And Systems Sciences
International 
64 2012 119 2003 1.859
Journal Of Experimental & Theoretical Artifcial
Intelligence 
14 2004 33 2000 2.357
Journal Of Heuristics 22 2003 41 2010 1.864
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Journal Of Intelligent & Fuzzy Systems 20 2011 53 2006 2.650
Journal Of Intelligent Information Systems 23 2005 60 2012 2.609
Journal Of Intelligent Manufacturing 39 2001 211 2012 5.410
Journal Of Intelligent & Robotic Systems 51 2004 122 2011 2.392
Journal Of Mathematical Imaging And Vision 26 2000 68 2006 2.615
Journal Of Multiple-Valued Logic And Sof Computing 31 2011 75 2012 2.419
Journal Of Web Semantics 31 2009 46 2012 1.484
Knowledge Engineering Review 12 2004 33 2005 2.750
Knowledge And Information Systems 48 2007 106 2012 2.208
Knowledge-Based Systems 31 2004 254 2012 8.194
Machine Learning 45 2000 61 2010 1.356
Machine Vision And Applications 8 2002 85 2012 10.625
Malaysian Journal Of Computer Science 15 2012 17 2011 1.133
Mechatronics 50 2000 135 2009 2.700
Medical Image Analysis 25 2001 119 2012 4.760
Minds And Machines 15 2005 33 2011 2.200
Natural Language Engineering 23 2012 23 2012 1.000
Network-Computation In Neural Systems 5 2010 43 2003 8.600
Neural Computation 104 2004 134 2009 1.288
Neural Computing & Applications 24 2002 245 2012 10.208
Neural Network World 34 2011 64 2010 1.882
Neural Networks 90 2000 172 2012 1.911
Neural Processing Leters 30 2007 45 2002 1.500
Neurocomputing 219 2000 427 2012 1.950
Patern Analysis And Applications 24 2001 37 2010 1.542
Patern Recognition 167 2000 450 2012 2.695
Patern Recognition Leters 116 2000 297 2003 2.560
Robotics And Autonomous Systems 66 2001 138 2012 2.091
Siam Journal On Imaging Sciences 45 2011 46 2012 1.022
Sof Computing 99 2005 195 2011 1.970
Traitement Du Signal 11 2012 25 2010 2.273
Turkish Journal Of Electrical Engineering And
Computer Sciences 
76 2011 87 2012 1.145
Journal Of Real-Time Image Processing 25 2010 32 2009 1.280
Journal Of Machine Learning Research 73 2005 119 2012 1.630
International Journal On Artifcial Intelligence Tools 42 2010 61 2008 1.452
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Physical Review Leters 3124 2000 4171 2008 1.335
Zeitschrif Fur Naturforschung Section A-A Journal Of
Physical Sciences 
53 2012 171 2000 3.226
Indian Journal Of Pure & Applied Physics 101 2012 163 2007 1.614
Sof Mater 298 2008 1378 2011 4.624
Physica A-Statistical Mechanics And Its Applications 29 2000 1030 2007 35.517
Acta Physica Polonica B 152 2012 569 2003 3.743
Physica D-Nonlinear Phenomena 20 2000 279 2008 13.950
Pramana-Journal Of Physics 138 2012 307 2004 2.225
Physica Scripta 283 2003 725 2005 2.562
Chinese Physics B 924 2012 1037 2011 1.122
Physics Leters A 558 2012 1305 2008 2.339
Progress Of Theoretical Physics 101 2012 166 2000 1.644
Acta Physica Polonica A 134 2003 640 2009 4.776
Central European Journal Of Physics 44 2006 189 2011 4.295
Foundations Of Physics 72 2008 114 2010 1.583
Science In China Series G-Physics Mechanics &
Astronomy 
68 2006 275 2009 4.044
Annals Of Physics 74 2001 143 2008 1.932
Journal Of Physics A-Mathematical And Theoretical 805 2012 979 2010 1.216
Chaos Solitons & Fractals 12 2010 1283 2009 106.917
Communications In Theoretical Physics 235 2000 647 2008 2.753
Brazilian Journal Of Physics 35 2012 346 2004 9.886
Physics Reports-Review Section Of Physics Leters 31 2009 105 2004 3.387
American Journal Of Physics 122 2012 247 2004 2.025
Acta Physica Sinica 468 2001 1490 2011 3.184
International Journal Of Theoretical Physics 143 2001 391 2011 2.734
Revista Mexicana De Fisica 68 2012 242 2006 3.559
Chinese Physics Leters 336 2000 1219 2008 3.628
Canadian Journal Of Physics 88 2004 173 2008 1.966
Reviews Of Modern Physics 31 2004 79 2010 2.548
Journal Of The Physical Society Of Japan 490 2012 733 2000 1.496
New Journal Of Physics 24 2001 821 2010 34.208
Annalen Der Physik 33 2003 90 2011 2.727
Epl 846 2010 995 2012 1.176
Physics Today 221 2012 405 2005 1.833
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Physics, multidisciplinary 
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
Reports On Progress In Physics 35 2001 64 2012 1.829
Journal Of The Korean Physical Society 301 2000 1125 2008 3.738
European Physical Journal-Special Topics 126 2012 166 2011 1.317
Revista Brasileira De Ensino De Fisica 25 2012 92 2011 3.680
Theoretical And Mathematical Physics 116 2012 152 2009 1.310
Journal Of Experimental And Theoretical Physics 152 2012 264 2004 1.737
Physics-Uspekhi 60 2012 132 2011 2.200
Physics Essays 46 2001 81 2000 1.761
Physics Leters B 746 2012 1410 2000 1.890
General Relativity And Gravitation 125 2001 228 2011 1.824
Progress Of Theoretical Physics Supplement 46 2001 283 2000 6.152
Classical And Quantum Gravity 368 2012 614 2004 1.668
Rivista Del Nuovo Cimento 8 2003 21 2011 2.625
Jetp Leters 221 2012 338 2007 1.529
Journal Of Contemporary Physics-Armenian
Academy Of Sciences 
40 2012 54 2011 1.350
European Journal Of Physics 109 2004 176 2011 1.615
Fortschrite Der Physik-Progress Of Physics 62 2012 119 2003 1.919
Russian Physics Journal 135 2012 205 2011 1.519
Chinese Journal Of Physics 48 2006 125 2011 2.604
Contemporary Physics 13 2001 51 2009 3.923
Studies In History And Philosophy Of Modern Physics 23 2012 57 2007 2.478
Nuovo Cimento Della Societa Italiana Di Fisica B-
Basic Topics In Physics 
4 2002 124 2010 31.000
Entropy 96 2012 104 2011 1.083
Annales Henri Poincare 37 2004 116 2003 3.135
Annales De Physique 4 2008 46 2007 11.500
Acta Physica Slovaca 1 2012 95 2006 95.000
Doklady Physics 74 2012 229 2002 3.095
University Politehnica Of Bucharest Scientifc
Bulletin-Series A-Applied Mathematics And Physics 
33 2012 81 2011 2.455
Quantum Information Processing 21 2005 100 2012 4.762
Romanian Journal Of Physics 98 2012 153 2011 1.561
Frontiers Of Physics In China 1 0 0 0 0.000
Science China-Physics Mechanics & Astronomy 1 0 0 0 0.000
Journal Of Physical And Chemical Reference Data 13 2012 35 2006 2.692
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Few-Body Systems 19 2003 140 2011 7.368
Comptes Rendus Physique 72 2012 115 2005 1.597
Indian Journal Of Physics 3 2007 204 2011 68.000
Romanian Reports In Physics 80 2012 111 2011 1.388
Waves In Random And Complex Media 28 2012 44 2011 1.571
Wave Motion 44 2007 68 2011 1.545
Lithuanian Journal Of Physics 21 2012 51 2010 2.429
Nature Physics 212 2012 282 2010 1.330
High Pressure Research 27 2005 161 2000 5.963
Physics World 261 2012 442 2009 1.693
Moscow University Physics Bulletin 63 2012 111 2011 1.762
Physics Of Wave Phenomena 28 2012 50 2011 1.786
Revista Mexicana De Fisica E 10 2012 28 2010 2.800
Bulletin Of The Lebedev Physics Institute 47 2012 73 2011 1.553
European Physical Journal H 1 0 0 0 0.000
Cell & tissue engineering
journal min minYear max maxYear proportion 
REGENERATIVE MEDICINE 89 2011 142 2012 1.596
CYTOTHERAPY 63 2005 598 2006 9.492
Journal of Tissue Engineering and Regenerative
Medicine 
71 2010 1727 2012 24.324
STEM CELLS 175 2005 420 2007 2.400
CELL STEM CELL 182 2011 202 2012 1.110
STEM CELL RESEARCH 47 2010 66 2012 1.404
STEM CELL REVIEWS AND REPORTS 119 2012 119 2012 1.000
CELLULAR REPROGRAMMING 1 0 0 0 0.000
CLONING AND STEM CELLS 35 2005 64 2007 1.829
STEM CELLS AND DEVELOPMENT 83 2005 311 2012 3.747
TISSUE ENGINEERING 186 2005 975 2008 5.242
CELLULAR AND MOLECULAR BIOENGINEERING 44 2012 64 2011 1.455
all 542 2005 3465 2012 6.393
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